**ECEFast - masters of temperature measurement**

**IR thermometer with circular laser sight**

---

**CH-LASERTEMP**

- Temperature range $-33 \sim 500^\circ C$ & $+/- 2^\circ C$ or 2%
- 9:1 optical resolution - target defined by laser dots
- Response time 1 second - HOLD. MAX & MIN function
- 0.1°C resolution -10 to 200°C
- Uses 1 x AA battery—back lit display

The ECEFast LASERTEMP is a new model compact infra red thermometer only 150x25x27mm, ideal to carry in a pocket. It has an exclusive circular laser sight that allows you to see exactly the area being measured. Backlighting makes use in poor lighting a breeze and the 1 second response reduces risk to the operator—no need to wait for the reading to stabilise and NO CONTACT SO NO CONTAMINATION

**CH-LASERTEMP** ....... compact IR laser thermometer $75.00$ list plus GST

---

Contact us:
Australia Freecall: 1 800 811 818
Email: sales@ecefast.com.au

Website:
www.ecefast.com.au